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The decisions and or acts toward people must be in line with the provisions of legislation and general principles of good governance (further stated as AUPB).
1
Monitoring on the decision and/or act is a form of a test to see whether citizens concerned are treated according to the existing law and should be in line with the principles of legal protection that can be effectively performed by state bodies and state administrative court (further stated as PTUN) that is known independent. Therefore, systems and procedures regulating the implementation of government administrative tasks and development must be regulated in law.
Administrative Laws (hereinafter referred as UUAP) principally actualises the constitutional norms of the correlation between the state and its people. The management of government administration in the law is an important instrument of democratic state of law, in which decisions and/or acts are determined by government bodies and/or officials or state apparatuses involving executive, judicative, and legislative bodies that run governmental functions that enable investigation at court. All of those form ideal values of a state of law.
The management of government administration guarantees that decisions and/or acts of government bodies and/or officials to the people cannot be made or performed arbitrarily. The law will not easily allow people to accidentally become the victim of the state power.
2 Moreover, the law is also known as a transformed AUPB that has been implemented for years in the governance, concreted into binding law. The management of government administration is principally a measure to build main principles, ideas, behaviours, cultures, and democratic, objective, and professional administrative acts to achieve justice and legal certainty. This law is a set of measures to re-manage the decisions and/or acts of government bodies and/or officials according to the provisions of legislation and AUPB. The law is intended not only to serve as a legal protection for government apparatuses but also as instrument to improve the quality of government services to public. Thus, the existence of the law could create good governance for all government bodies or officials in both regional and central areas.
In the governance process, societies often encounter demanding bureaucracy, limited state apparatuses, lack of professionalism of government officials, inaccuracy caused by the officials, bribery, and so forth, all of which are considered as disobedience of the apparatuses to AUPB.
All those problems trigger the consideration of making UUAP. Interestingly, it is stated in Article 53 of UUAP that:
1. The deadline given to determine and/or make decisions and/or acts complies with the provisions of legislation. 2. If the provisions of legislation does not set the deadline of the responsibility as meant in Paragraph (1), government bodies and/or officials must determine and/or make decisions and/or perform acts no later than 10 (ten) working days after a lawsuit is completely submitted to the government bodies and/or officials. 3. If a government body and/or an official has not determined and /or make a decision and/or perform any act based on the deadline as mentioned in Paragraph (2), the lawsuit is granted lawfully. 4. The claimant submits a lawsuit to court to hear a decision regarding the accepted lawsuit as mentioned in Paragraph (3). 5. Court is obligated to decide a proposal as mentioned in Paragraph (4) no later than 21 (twenty one) working days since the proposal is submitted. 6. A government body and/or official must determine a decision in order to execute court decision as mentioned in Paragraph (5) no later than 5 (five) working days since court decision is released.
Article 53 Paragraph (3) of UUAP states that: If, within 10 days, a government body and/or an official does not determine and/ or make a decision and/or does not act, the proposal is lawfully granted. In other words, the public merely needs to look forward to the decision accepted by PTUN.
What is mentioned earlier is contrary to Article 3 Paragraph (2) of Law Number 5 of 1986 on State Administrative Court, (LNRI of 1986 Number 77), (further stated as UU PTUN), stating: if a state administrative body or official does not stipulate a decision that is proposed and the stipulation of the data of the legislation is past the deadline, it is concluded that a state administrative body or official has rejected to release the decision. This is supported by Article 15 sub (c) of the Regulation of Supreme Court (Perma) No. 5 of 2015 on Litigation Guidelines to obtain Decision regarding the acceptance of lawsuit proposal to obtain Decision and/or act of a government body and/or official, stating:
(c). "stating that the lawsuit is rejected, as it does not hold any legal reason."
Thus, it is concluded there is dualism of law in the management of State Administrative Decision, but PTUN will inspect and adjudicate the lawsuit submitted. This is due to the fact that the establishment of state administrative court can be seen as a tendency of the government to protect human rights of the state from the power of the government in the governance. 3 The effectiveness of UU PTUN is under the bless of Allah the Almighty and is supported by a core intention of Indonesia to realise the state of law that is based on the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia and Pancasila.
In an effort to achieve fair and prosperous life as intended by Indonesia, the government has played an active role in societies. In such a condition, the position of the citizens in the state is guaranteed lawfully. However, in the implementation, all functions to guarantee the equality in law for the people should also be relevant to the perspective and characteristic of the state according to Pancasila to achieve uniformity, balance, and harmony between individual interests and common interests in a country development. 4 There is a juridical problem to discuss regarding the above provisions.
II. LEGAL RESEARCH AND METHOD
This is a normative legal research, which is aimed to study regulations, legal concepts as well as legal principles behind the discovery of legal principles towards written and unwritten positive law, in which the written positive law refers to legislation such as UUAP and UU PTUN. This research is focused more on statute, conceptual, case, and comparative approaches, while the legal materials obtained were studied prescriptively to generate details regarding the essence of legal research that holds on to the characters of a legal study as an applied science. and (5)).
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
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The above explanation indicates that there are measures to improve and maintain the image and existence of PTUN, which has been apathetic in obtaining justice from State Administrative court. Moreover, it is expected that the amendment of fundamental Articles in Law No. 9 of 2004 will represent the intention and objective of the PTUN: it is expected to foster law-abiding apparatuses for more optimal services and protection provided for societies. Social political changes in post-reformation affects the measures taken by law instrumentalities that 10 Article 7 Paragraph (1) and (2) The essence of PTUN is perceived by the people of Indonesia who demand security and justice among them regarding the growing interference of the government in almost all aspects of life, leading to more intensive use of regulatory and management instruments for societies, which sparks conflict of interests between the government and its people.
What matters in judicature is the imbalanced position between judicatures and justice seekers in which the government (which governs) becomes a defendant and, on the other hand, people (the governed) become the plaintiffs. Neutraliser is required to fix the imbalance between the government and its people to settle disputes. Thus, the role of judges in judicature is determining to settle disputes and seek objective righteousness.
17
Negative passive system decision is a decision which should be produced by state administrative judicature but nonetheless such decision was never proclaimed. The principle serves as a guideline to state administrative dispute settlement through stages of administrative measures to judicature body.
As referred to the sociological principle, although Law Number 30 of 2014 on Government Administration uses the term "is able to propose some administrative measures", this term should not be taken as a choice but it is an obligation. 6. The scope of management of decisions and/or acts made and/or done by government bodies and/or officials or other state apparatuses comprises bodies other than executives, judicative, and legislatives that run the state, which is possible to be investigated at court.
Sociological Aspect
Systematic description regarding the sociological aspect that serves as the background of the issuance of Law Number 30 of 2014 on Government Administration elaborates the principles in the system of the governance of the Republic of Indonesia in accordance with: 1. Guaranteeing the people as subjects (not as objects) in a state of law. 2. Guaranteeing the people regarding the fact that decisions and/or acts by government bodies and/or officials cannot be done to people arbitrarily.
Juridical aspect
Systematic description regarding juridical aspect that serves as the background of the issuance of Law Number 30 of 2014 on Government Administration elaborates the principles in a system of governance of the Republic of Indonesia according to: 1. Law Number 30 of 2014 on Government
Administration transforms and provides norms in General Principles of Good Governance (AUPB) that has been put into practice. These general principles develop in line with the dynamic of the societies living in a state of law.
Law Number 30 of 2014 on Government
Administration lays the groundwork for governance to bring it to good governance and as measure to prevent corruption, collusion, and nepotism practices.
Administration as a measure to develop main principles, way of thinking, behaviour, culture, and democratic, objective, and professional administrative actions to bring justice and legal certainty in. instrument to improve the quality of government services to public. This law is expected to create good governance for all government bodies and/or officials both in central and regional areas.
According to Article 1 Paragraph (3) of the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia, Indonesia is a state of law, meaning that the governance system of Indonesia must be based on the sovereignty of the people and the principles of the state of law.
The logical consequence is that, in line with all those principles, all decisions and/or actions by government administration must be based on the sovereignty of the people and law that serve as a reflection of Pancasila as the state's ideology. Acts done by government administration not affected by authority attached to the state position are not unconditional. The public should not be treated as objects arbitrarily.
A question is raised regarding what administrative measures are taken by government administration? The decisions and/or acts to the public must comply with the provisions of legislation and General Principles of Good Governance (AUPB). This certainly requires supervision on the decisions and /or acts to see whether the public is treated in accordance with the law and has to pay attention to the principles of legal protection which can effectively be performed by state bodies and State Administrative Court which is independent and unaffected. The system and procedure required in the execution of government's tasks and development must be regulated in law.
In the perspective of construction of law, Law Number 30 of 2014 constitutes material law of the state administrative law. This enables public to possibly file a lawsuit regarding the decisions and/or acts done by government bodies and/or officials to State Administrative Court, for this law is a material law that comes from the system of State Administrative Court.
Constitutionally, the existence of Law of Government Administration is a specific actualisation of constitutional norms between the state and its people.
From the perspective of state administrative law, the management of government administration in the Law is an essential instrument of a democratic state of law, in which the decisions and/or acts made and/or done by government bodies and/or officials or by other government apparatuses other than executives, judicative, and legislative that run the governmental functions are to be adjudicated in court.
The existence of Law Number 30 of 2014 is principally an implementation of ideal values of a state of law, meaning that the execution of state's authority should be pro-public, recalling that this law exists to guarantee the people as subjects in a state of law as to prioritise the sovereignty of people.
Basic consideration of the issuance of Law Number 30 of 2014 involves the following three: 1. To improve the quality of the governance, government bodies and/or officials must refer to the general principles of good governance and the provisions of legislation in order to use the authority. meaning that there is no such an administrative decision without any legal foundation from legislatives and without any legal monitoring from judicative. This principle comprises two elements in which administrative decisions must comply with Law and must not be against the Law. All administrative activities are principally authorised by Law. The government has no authority to order or prohibit its people but with the authority given by the Law. However, there still has to be discretion for the government to give public services. The Law only contains general provisions that need elaborating in the lower Legislation. Thus, the government is allowed to use the discretionary power under the law. The discretionary power should not be separated from the main legal framework, or the power and the authority will be violated. Another basic principle is related to the principle of supremacy, in which the government either as state administration executor or judicative power must comply with legislative power. The government is not allowed to violate the regulation in Law although it does not cause any harm to its people. Law is no restricted to as government's framework, but the acts of the government are also reflected by the law. The second element of legality principle is that all acts done by the government must be done in accordance with legal foundation, in the form of legal framework, presidential decree, or the decision of regional head or of government official. This element demands the formal decisions made by the government that is lawfully binding.
The governments' acts are classified into two categories: facts of the case and legal consequences. 23 When the facts of the case are fulfilled, the legal consequences follow. It clarifies that the acts done by the government are called administrative acts when they are related to the facts of the case, while they have something to do with legal consequences, they are categorised as acts of discretion. The examination on the government's acts by judicative bodies can only be performed toward control legality (Rechtmaessigkeit), not towards the conformity of objective (Zweckmaessigkeit). The reasons of UUAP to follow the positive passive system are clearly seen in the objective of the formation of the Law:
1. to create order in Government Administration 2. to provide legal protection 3. to prevent the possibility of authority abuse 4. to guarantee accountability of government bodies and/or officials 23 Pan Mohammad Faiz, 'Perlindungan terhadap Lingkungan dalam Perspektif Konstitusi', (2016) 13 04 Jurnal Konstitusi 5. to provide legal protection for the people and government apparatuses 6. to execute the provisions of legislation and the implementation of AUPB 7. to provide the best services for public
IV. CONSLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
The differences between positivepassive system (stelsel) and negative-passive system regarding the management of state administrative decision exist due to the inaccuracy of formulation of law by the Legislatives. This is shown by the existing conflict of norms between Article 53 paragraph 3 of Law Number 30 of 2014 on Government Administration and to Article 3 Paragraph (2) of Law Number 5 of 1986 on PTUN. In Article 53 Paragraph (3), it is stated that when government bodies and/or officials do not make any decision and/or take any action within 10 days, the proposal is lawfully granted. In other words, the public is only required to wait the decision of State Administrative Court (PTUN) to be accepted. This condition is contradictory to Article 3 Paragraph (2) of Law Number 5 of 1986 on PTUN, implying that when State Administrative bodies or officials do not release any decisions proposed and it is past the deadline, it means that the state administrative bodies or officials reject to issue decisions. It is advisable that Law Number 30 of 2014 on Government Administration serves as material law from the system of PTUN, not to interfere with the domain of PTUN which is under the Supreme Court that holds independent judicial power to enforce law and justice.
